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Ladies Clothing
Schoffel Ladies Ptarmigan Tweed Coat
The New insulated Gore-Tex® shooting coat using our innovative lightweight and washable Tweed outer fabric.
£549.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Ruby
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec(R) Thermal Pro(R) 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
oFitted 200 weight Polartec(R) Thermal Pro(R) Gilet with Alcantara trim.
oTwo-security zip pockets.
£139.95

Schoffel Burley Fleece - Ruby
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara. Two security zip pockets. Adjustable draw cord at hem. Machine
washable and quick drying
£179.95

Schoffel Fleece Gilet - Forest
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara - Two security zip pockets - Drawcord option at the back waist Machine washable and quick drying.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Superlight Ghillie Coat Forest
The insulated Venturi® shooting coat using our innovative super lightweight Meryl® outer fabric. Sporty and stylish with a superb
feminine fit and cut.
£329.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Denim
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet - Kingfisher
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara - Two security zip pockets - Drawcord option at the back waist Machine washable and quick drying.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Fleece Gilet - Fern
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara - Two security zip pockets - Drawcord option at the back waist Machine washable and quick drying.
£139.95

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Cafe
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£299.00 – £399.00

Soho Furrier Argyll Gilet
The Argyll Gilet is the most pared down gilet. Its simple clean lines give an effortless wearable look. The high neckline and added
side seam pockets allow you to really snuggle into it.
£250.00

Soho Furrier D'Arblay Classic Fur Gilet
The luxurious D'Arblay Classic Gilet is a well known must-have tailored fur gilet.
We should all have one go to piece in the wardrobe. The D’Arblay Classic Gilet allows you to effortlessly throw an outfit together
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that creates the perfect look. Whether for a black tie event, an impromptu business meeting or to wear with skinny jeans for a
lunch date with friends. The D’Arblay Classic will be the centre piece of your wardrobe.
Due to the lightweight non bulky construction the D’Arblay Classic is perfect to layer under a fitted jacket or coat. Alternatively it
looks sumptuous worn over a leather jacket.
£300.00

Dubarry Clover Skirt - Cafe
A tweed mini skirt.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool, Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour. Bespoke stripe pocket lining. Bias cut
deep yoke with two front pockets. Iconic Dubarry crushed leather pocket welt detail. Contrast gold colour branding and interior
detail.
£100.00 – £149.00

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Rasberry
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Navy
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Aubergine
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Uppingham Venturi® Country Jacket Midnight
3 in 1 fitted jacket with a sporty and feminine cut, using Schoffel's own high performance ultralight Venturi® fabric. 100%
waterproof, windproof and breathable.
£319.95 £225.00

Schoffel Ladies Uppingham Venturi® Country Jacket Dark Olive
3 in 1 fitted jacket with a sporty and feminine cut, using Schoffel's own high performance ultralight Venturi® fabric. 100%
waterproof, windproof and breathable.
£319.95 £225.00

Schoffel Ladies Burley Fleece Navy
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara. Two security zip pockets. Adjustable draw cord at hem. Machine
washable and quick drying.
£179.95

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Dubarry Bracken Connacht Acorn
Dubarry Bracken Tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap
£379.00

Soho Croombe Collar in Cocoa Soho Furrier
Soho Furrier's opulent Finnraccoon fur collar is the fullest and thickest its ever been.
The collar will dress up your coat, jacket or cardigan. For a show-stopping look wear over a simple shift dress.
The 100cm long fur collar has been fitted with multiple discreet fabric-covered clips allowing it to be worn in different ways.
The large clip can be used to fasten the collar around your neck at a length to suit you. New for this season, the smaller clips can
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be used to fasten the collar to an open coat, jacket or cardigan. The collar will stay attached allowing it to move with the coat.
The Ultimate Croombe Collar has been cut to naturally curve around the nape of your neck. The size of the collar means it will
fully cover the line of a v-neck jacket or coat. It is secured by fastening a fabric-covered clip.
The 100cm measurement is the length of the collar as it has been cut. This doesn’t include the length of the fur.
Made with Finnraccoon.
£270.00

Soho Croombe Collar in Natural Tones Soho Furrier
Soho Furrier's opulent Finnraccoon fur collar is the fullest and thickest its ever been.
The collar will dress up your coat, jacket or cardigan. For a show-stopping look wear over a simple shift dress.
The 100cm long fur collar has been fitted with multiple discreet fabric-covered clips allowing it to be worn in different ways.
The large clip can be used to fasten the collar around your neck at a length to suit you. New for this season, the smaller clips can
be used to fasten the collar to an open coat, jacket or cardigan. The collar will stay attached allowing it to move with the coat.
The Ultimate Croombe Collar has been cut to naturally curve around the nape of your neck. The size of the collar means it will
fully cover the line of a v-neck jacket or coat. It is secured by fastening a fabric-covered clip.
The 100cm measurement is the length of the collar as it has been cut. This doesn’t include the length of the fur.
Made with Finnraccoon.
Contact us for more information and pricing.
£270.00

Dubarry Foxglove Ladies Skirt - Acorn
Dubarry's Foxglove is a pleated, tweed skirt; a classic country style with a contemporary twist, this short skirt is beautifully crafted
in 100% Pure New Wool. A versatile addition to your wardrobe, this pleated skirt looks fabulous teamed with a Dubarry women's
blouse and tweed blazer; complete the look with some Dubarry accessories.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrasting colour
Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail
Faux wrap style with side split
Crushed leather buckle detail
£199.00

Dubarry Fern Women's Tweed Pencil Skirt
Dubarry Fern is a women's knee length pencil skirt, designed with a flattering and streamlined silhouette. A country style tweed
skirt, Fern looks fabulous matched with a coordinating Dubarry tweed jacket and a ladies' blouse - sophisticated country chic; or
equally, flawless, country tailoring for your work wear wardrobe.
A body skimming tweed knee length streamlined silhouette •Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool •Signature Dubarry jacquard
lining in contrasting colour •Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail •Double invert pleat at centre back •Bias inserts
below the waist •Streamlined body skimming fit •2 inch hem for extra alterability
£149.00

Dubarry Inverin Ladies Waterproof Jacket - Old Gold
Women’s knee length down-filled coat with hood.
Outer shell fabric - 88% polyester/12% nylon with a Cire finish
100% polyester with herringbone jacquard lining
Filled with 70% Down and 30% Feathers for weightless warmth
Individual baffle bags which prevents the down mix from dropping
Machine washable
Natural faux fur trimmed detachable hood
Elasticated self belt for a sleek, slim silhouette and flattering fit
Classic Dubarry attention to detail on interior
YKK zippers, two-way centre front zipper
Signature Dubarry chain hang loop
Zipped inner security pocket
1 x 1 ribbed knit inner cuff for warmth with a snapped outer cuff
£279.00

Seeland Glyn Lady Jacket - Faun Brown
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Large cartridge pockets.. Fleece lined hand warmer pockets.. Detachable hood with imitation fur.. Adjustable waist.. Two way zip..
Contact us for more details..
£159.99

Seeland Woodcock Lady Jacket - Shaded Olive
Action back for extra flexibility.. Fleece lined hand warmer pockets.. Spacious cartridge pockets with drain holes and quick load
strap.. Game pocket..
Contact us for more details.
£149.99

Seeland Woodcock Lady Trousers - Shaded Olive
Front pockets.. Feminine detailing on pockets and hems..
Contact us for more details..
£99.99

Toggi Belsay Ladies Waterproof Tweed Field - Glencoe
The Belsay ladies country coat. The tweed fabric has a waterproof and breathable membrane and seems are fully taped so it is
guaranteed to keep you warm and dry. the coat features large, bellow cartridge pockets, practical zipped hand warmer pockets
and a shaped action back for ease of movement.
This is a classic design which offers a flattering silhouette, while the zip and popper fastening keeps out the elements. Contrast
faux suede trim an rich pomegranate lining add a touch of luxury.
£275.00 £175.00

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Duck Egg
ON SALE WAS £129.95 NOW ON £90.00
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
PLEASE RING FOR SIZE
£129.95 £90.00

Schoffel Ladies Mayfair Down Coat Juniper

Luxurious 80/20 fill Down ¾ length coat with leather trim.
100% Polyester water repellent and down proof fabric.
Detachable hood with removable faux fur trim.
Merino ribbed neck and cuffs.
Two fleece lined hand warming zip pockets.Internal security zip pocket.

£379.95

Schoffel Ladies Cotton Cashmere Crew Neck with pockets
A casual, comfortable and drapey fit; the Cotton Cashmere Crew with Pockets in Coral has front pockets for essentials and is
styled with a flattering crew neck. Perfect for summer comfort.
– Luxurious 85% cotton / 15% cashmere
– Front pockets
– Hand wash only.
£89.95
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Schoffel Ladies Cotton Cashmere Crew Neck with pockets
A casual, comfortable and drapey fit; the Cotton Cashmere Crew with Pockets in Coral has front pockets for essentials and is
styled with a flattering crew neck. Perfect for summer comfort.
– Luxurious 85% cotton / 15% cashmere
– Front pockets
– Hand wash only.
£89.95

Schoffel Ladies Suffolk Shirt - Coral Dot
The Suffolk Shirt in Coral Dot is lightweight, figure-flattering and machine washable. Great when paired with the Cheltenham Jean
in Navy.
97% cotton / 3% Elastane.
Feminine tailored fit.
Attractive pattern.
Machine washable.
Available in sizes: UK 8-20
View the full range of Women's Shirts
£59.95

Schoffel Ladies Suffolk Shirt - duck egg spot
The Suffolk Shirt in Duck Egg dot is lightweight, figure-flattering and machine washable. Great when paired with the Cheltenham
Jean in Navy.
97% cotton / 3% Elastane.
Feminine tailored fit.
Attractive pattern.
Machine washable.
Available in sizes: UK 8-20
View the full range of Women's Shirts
£59.95

John Field - Otto
The eye-catching fern tweed outer layer has a soft brown trim on the lower hem, sleeves and collar and two front pockets.
The warm Primaloft® inner lining ensures comfort and breathability whilst remaining very lightweight and warm.
£159.99 £125.00

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Denim
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Ruby
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Dubarry Connacht Acorn Tweed Jacket
A hacking style jacket with classical elbow patch detail.
Teflon coated 100% Pure new wool.
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.
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Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.
Bespoke stripe sleeve lining.
Faux suede detail.
Stylish and durable elbow patches.
Double ticket flap pocket.
£349.00 £260.00

Holland and Cooper gilet
Beautiful tweed gilet with fur lined collar.
£399.00 £199.00

Hicks and Brown Hat
Stunning wool felt Fedora hat.
All hats are customised with a combination of natural and bright feathers to add a real individual twist.
This hat features a cluster of natural feathers fastened behind a tan band
£85.00

Hicks and Brown Hat
Stunning wool felt Fedora hat.
All hats are customised with a combination of natural and bright feathers to add a real individual twist.
£85.00

Soho Furrier Argyll Gilet - Natural Silver
The Argyll Gilet is the most pared down gilet. Its simple clean lines give an effortless wearable look. The high neckline and added
side seam pockets allow you to really snuggle into it.
£250.00

Warwick Wrap in Natural Tones Soho Furrier
Large Raccoon trimmed knitted wrap.
Please contact for price
£150.00

Schoffel Ladies Malvern Venturi® Country Jacket Dark Olive
Insulated 2-layer laminate, 100% waterproof, windproof and highly breathable.
Detachable hood with removable faux fur trim.
Machine washable.
£299.95

Schoffel Ladies Malvern Venturi® Country Jacket Navy
Insulated 2-layer laminate, 100% waterproof, windproof and highly breathable.
Detachable hood with removable faux fur trim.
Machine washable.
£299.95

Musto Highland Gore-Tex Ultra Lite Jacket
A lightweight jacket, made with a Gore-Tex laminate for superior all-weather protection.
Exceptionally lightweight and durable.
It has an action back for total freedom to move.
£299.00
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Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Heath
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£379.00

Dubarry Galway Boots
The combination of smooth and crushed leather with Gore-Tex® lining in tweed.

Please call for sizes.
£229.00

Toggi Azerley Ladies Waterproof Coat - Bitter Chocolate
The ultimate country coat. Waterproof and breathable, durable water repellent coating, fully taped seems, removable packaway
hood and real leather trims.
£145.00

